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Abstract. Foxby proves the following proposition (Math. Z. 132 (1973)). Let

(R, m) be a noetherian local ring and M any finitely generated /{-module

such that the projective dimension of M/aM is finite for all ideals o of finite

projective dimension. Then either M is free or R is regular local. In this

article we prove that the conclusion holds if we restrict only to ideals generated

by regular sequences, with the empty sequence being interpreted as the zero

ideal.

Throughout, all rings are assumed to be commutative, noetherian with iden-

tity and modules finitely generated and unitary. A local ring R with maximal

ideal m will be denoted as (R, m). Projective dimension will be abbreviated

as p.dR . The notation Z(R) will stand for the set of zero divisors of R. For

a local ring R, the complement in m of m2U Z(R) will be denoted by S. We

use [6] as a standard reference for the terminology of local algebra.

We now state our main result.

Theorem 1. Let (R, m) be a local ring and M any finitely generated R-module

such that p.dj} M/aM < oo for all ideals a generated by regular sequences on

R. Then either M is free or R is regular local.

Remark. As a convention we assume that the zero ideal is generated by the
empty regular sequence. If in the statement of Theorem 1, we replace the

expression "for all ideals a generated by regular sequences on R " by the ex-
pression "for all ideals a having finite projective dimension", then we get a

theorem of Foxby proved in an appendix to his paper [3].

In proving Theorem 1, we make repeated use of the well-known "depth for-

mula" which asserts that v.dRM+devthR M = depth R for all finitely generated

nonzero modules M of finite projective dimension over a local ring.

We also need some lemmas.
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Lemma 1. Let (R, m) be a local ring and x eS any element. If M is a nonzero

finitely generated module over the ring R = R/xR such that p.dRM < oo, then

p.dRM < oo.

For the proof see [5, Corollary 27.2].

Lemma 2. Let (R, m) be a local ring of depth = 1 such that xR = yR, for all
x and y in S. Then R is a discrete valuation ring.

Proof. The depth condition on R implies S ^ 0. Select any x e S. If R
is not a DVR, clearly m ^ xR and hence m2 + xR ^ m. Then by standard

arguments, one can find y e m which lies outside of m2 + xR and is not a

zero divisor of R. But this is a contradiction; for by hypothesis xR = yR and

hence y e xR , i.e., y em2 + xR . This contradiction shows that R must be a

DVR.

Proof of Theorem 1. Evidently we may assume M ^ (0). The case of rings of

zero depth poses no problem, since the "depth formula" yields p.d^Af = 0,

which means M is free.
Next, suppose depth R = 1. Then the possibilities are either depth M = 1 or

depth M = 0 (the depth formula is used again!). In the former case p.dRM = 0,

that is, M is free. In the latter case, that is when depth M = 0, we claim that

R must be a DVR. To this end, we show that given any x e S, there exists a

nonzero i?-module C such that (i) xC = (0) and (ii) p.dRC/yC < oo for all

y em which are not zero-divisors on R . Suppose, in addition, that y lies in S.

Then using Lemma 1, (ii) will show that C/yC must be a free R/yR-xnodule.

Since C/yC ^ (0), (i) will imply that xR CyR. Noticing that x £ m2, we
see that xR = yR . This being true for all x, y in S, we can refer to Lemma

2 and conclude that R must be a DVR.
To construct the module C, we consider the *-torsion submodule N of

the module M. Clearly N is the kernel of the homothety by xn on M for

some n > 0 and hence p.dRN < oo. Let t be the largest nonnegative integer

such that x'N ^ (0) and denote the module x'N as C. We show that C

has the properties (i) and (ii) mentioned in the previous paragraph. For, either

N = M or M/N is x-torsion free. In the latter case M/N will be free being
of finite projective dimension and so M ~ TV © F for some free module F .

This holds even if TV = M; we have only to take F to be (0). By hypothesis
p.dRM/yM < oo for all y e m which are not zero-divisors on R. Then by

what precedes, we see that p.dRN/yN < oo for all such y. Now considering

the exact sequence,

yxlN      yx'N      x'N

and by what we have just proved, we see p.d^j^ < oo , i.e., p.dRC/yC < oo .

This is condition (ii). That xC = (0) is obvious from the definition of C.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1 in the case when depth R = 1.
For the general case, we suppose_now that depth R > 2. Let x e S be arbi-

trary and denote the ring R/xR as R and the module M/xM as M. We show

that the .R-module M satisfies the same hypothesis as the /^-module M. For,

let x~i ,x2, ... ,xr be any i?-regular sequence with preimages Xi, x2, ... , xr,

respectively, in R. Then x, X\, x2,... ,xr will be a regular sequence on R.
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Denote the i?-ideal (xi ,x2, ... , xr) as a and the .R-ideal (x, X\, x2,..., xr)

as a. (Note that a is the canonical image of a under the natural homomor-

phism R -> R/xR .) Now M/aM = M/aM as i?-modules. Since p.dRM/aM

< oo by hypothesis, we see that p.dRM/aM < oo, and by Lemma 1, that

p.dRM/aM < oo. Notice that depthR < depths. So, using induction on

depth R, we can conclude that either R is regular or M is .R-free. If R is

regular for some x e S, then clearly R must also be regular since x £ m2

and there is nothing more to show. So^ assume that R is nonregular for every

x e S. Then we have just seen that M is a free .R-module Vx e S. We shall

prove that M must be free. The case depth M > 1 is rather easy, for one can

choose x e S to be a non-zero-divisor on M as well. Then since M is .R-free,

we easily see that M is i?-free. We show that the case depth M = 0 cannot

arise. Suppose, if possible, that depth M = 0.
Claim. One can find x e S such that M/xM contains a nonzero submodule

L of finite length. This is clear if M itself has finite length; any x e S will do
in this case. Suppose M does not have finite length. Let N be the maximal

artinian submodule of M. Then since depth M = 0, it follows TV ̂ (0). Also

N ^ M. Now, M/N is a module of positive depth. Hence, we can find x e S

which is not a zero-divisor on M/N. For this x, trivially the natural map

N/xN —» M/xM is a monomorphism. Then the submodule N/xN has the

required property.

Let y e m be any element such that y is not a zero-divisor on R/xR . Such

a y exists since depth R>2. Since M/xM is a nonzero free R/xR-module,

it follows that y must be a non-zero-divisor on M/xM and hence on the

submodule L. This is not possible since homothety by y must be nilpotent on

L. This is a contradiction. Hence the case depth M = 0 cannot occur.

Theorem 1 is proved.

Corollary. Suppose a is any nonzero ideal of the local noetherian ring (R,m).

Assume that for every ideal b generated by regular sequences on R, the ideal

a+ b has finite projective dimension (in particular we are assuming p.dRa < oo).

Then R is regular local.

Proof. Apply Theorem 1 to the nonfree .R-module R/a.
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